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©g is the busy season for host* 
with debutantes to berpr..,„,

launched, engagements ready 
announcement, wedding 

end birthday anniversaries to be cele
brated and social obligations of all

8#:: 111!” have t

"Hst"
1

for

FOUND OUT shsf
• Une itself, ui 

tinues to be 
moat determ 
made on ead

:

Ijj/*varieties to pay.
There is a very efficient helper wait

ing to assist the woman who enter- 
- tains, namely, the paper novelty shop. 

; Few hostesses realize the value of 
decorations fashioned of paper, or 
they would be more generally used. 
A visit to a shop where a specialty 

decorations would

fey
s m11 1have revived. When this is finished, 

cut off the stems and place them in 
cold water.

Ill he devoted to. ' theStSvE'B lh{ t
discovered will be printed, if you wish to 
do this gratuitously for other women.
AMrS^THE ^0mUtiSDW|jlaTbeDE^^: 

MENT. 1

(Mie.) T. C. J $

1 v £l s Candlestick
I Devm,

tern Husks

À About Smoke-Blackened Ceilings 
FILINGS that have become black

ened with smoke may be cleaned 
in the following manner: Make a 
paste of starch and water and apply 
it with a pad of flannel. Allow this 
to dry on the ceiling, then brush off 
with a soft brush. H. W.

g!SR:
'I; cM WmM hirigj When Cleaning Brick Floors 

T7OR cleaning my brick or stone 
•T floors 1 find the following excellent: 
First sprinkle the floor over with wash
ing soda, then pour boiling water over 
this and scrub with a stiff broom.

XaIs made of paper 
be a revelation to many, for you can
not possibly imagine the attractive 
articles which are on display.

Cut flowers, while beautiful for a. 
time, quickly lose their freshness! 
and, in many Instances, if paper flow
ers of the same variety are substi
tuted, the result is equally artistic. 
The chrysanthemums, jonquils, tulips, 
carnations, lilies and iris flowers sold 

realistically
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To Clean Tortoise Shell j

'll THEN my tortolse-sl.ell combe, 
W pins and other objects of the 

material become dull, 1 clean : 
them with a little olive oil or vase- B 

This restores their beauty and
S. G. M. ' IS

■ I
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A Baking Hint
TTTHEN removing cake baked in tin 
W pans place a wet cloth over the 
inverted pan an’di the cake will drop out 
nicely, never sticking to the pan.

(Mrs.) B. J.

v, :

Cattails in a Vese

samem -,
line- , _
they become less brittle.

at these shops are so 
beautiful that it requires a connois
seur to detect the sham at a distance.
They are much less expensive than 
nature's blooms, and can be used 
again and again.

On this page is shown a collection 
of artistic table decorations fashioned 
entirely of paper, and it requires no 
particular talent to duplicate any of 
them.
.Great interest always hovers about 

the centerpiece at any feast, and the 
weird owl and spider web design ap
peals immediately to thé lovers of 
fhe unusual and symbolic. This cen
terpiece is appropriate for any lit
erary or secret society party, for the 
owls are the birds of wisdom and 
suggest the secrecy of night, while 
the spider In her web 1s the emblem of 
tireless industry.

To duplicate this interesting center- 
piece purchase a quantity of dark brown 
.crepe paper, black twine, a bottle of 
mucilage, some cotton and a large, shal
low tin pudding pan. This 4s then filled 
with small inexpensive favors, which 
may be characteristic of each guest or 
merely a souvenir of the occasion.
Seven, eight or nine thidknesses of paper 
are fastened to the pan with mucilage 
and finally a cord is drawn lightly about 
the top to hold the paper firmly in 
plaça Then, using a Sharp pair of scis
sors, fringe the edge Of the paper which n crepe paper,
extends beyond the rim of the pan* , jted and yellow water color paint is 
Cover the top with a single tMckne» o* ^tOy tint Parrot toj-esem-
paper, and over this plaice the spider gtan(j, take a piece of heavy wire and

‘web, made in the following manner: cover It with dark brown paper. Bend
From cardboard cut a circular rim large it to resemble a perch, and fasten the
enough to fit over the pan, and cover parrot to one end and the seed cup to
the rim neatly with the brown crepe the other. This latter is one of the
paper. Cover a quantity of heavy twine small paper receptacles which are sold
by twisting narrow strips of crepe paper for salted nuts or bonbons.

When Peeling Onions
rr>o REMOVE the unpleasant odor of :
1 onions from my hands after peel- # 

Ing them I find the following excel- | 
lent: I rub plain table salt over my 
hands, then wash in the usual man- a 
ner. T- P- s- i4

Cutting Hard-Boiled Eggs 
TTTHEN cutting hard-boiled eggs I 
W find it very good to dip the knife 
In cold water. They cut more smoothly.

(•Mrs.) iv. 1.

tens
Engagement Iunt8C6ns afe always a 

delight to the hostess, and paper dec
orations will be an unfailing aid to 
making them a success, 
infinite variety of lovely small articles 
suitable for favors; there are paper 
candleshades of unusual beauty and 
centerpieces which rival the art of the 
florists.

The pretty basket pictured here is 
fashioned of yellow crepe paper, and 
has a heart-shaped handle to suggest 
the occasion for which it was designed. 
The crepe paper is sewn to a square 
cardboard box of medium size, and the 
handle is made by weaving together 
strands of twisted paper. Yellow rib
bon is used to ornament the handle, 
and the basket is filled with golden- 
glow, also made of paper. The petals 
come all ready to be fastened together 
with fine wire to form the flower, and 
the foliage is also prepared, requiring 
only a few twists of the fine wire to 
attach it to the green paper-covered 
stem. A pretty idea for announcing the 
engagement is to write the names of 
the happy ' lovers on a small card and 
Inclose it in an envelope. One of these 
is tied to each flower, and the guests 
are requested to take a blossom from 
the basket Thus the happy secret la 
divulged in a dainty manner befitting 
the occasion.

Com huaks and autumn leaves are a 
decorative combination, and the candle- 
holder Illustrates how paper in these 
forms is used. The shade is made by 
attaching the leaves to a shade form 
with mucilage, so that each gracefully 
overlaps the other. The leaves can 
also be purchased in boxes, ready to 
form the shade.

"about It and, using this, weave a web 

over /the center of the ,rim.
The spider Is made by covering a 

piece of cotton with the black paper 
and forming its head and body by tying 
a string tightly about one-third of the 

Cover the insect with finely

7Ü

There is an
When Mending Kid Gloves 

TTTHEN mending kid gloves if cotton 
VV thread is used you will find it 
wears much longer and does not tear 
the leather in the proceee of

To Soften Brown Sugar 
brown sugar that has become i| 
D lumpy from being kept any length 1 
of time may be softened in the fol- -I 
lowing manner: Fill the teakettle -j 
with boiling water and put the sugar J 
In a pan, placing it over the teakettle i 
to steam. (Mrs.) if. 3.

cotton.
fringed bits of paper in imitation of the 
hair, and form the legs by covering 
heavy, flexible wire with black paper.

Place the spider on the web and be
gin to fashion the owls. Cut two owl
like forms from cardboard and pad the 
bodies with cotton. Cover these with 
brown crepe paper and with a small 
cdmel’s-hair brush and brown paint

When Cooking Greens 
TF A PIECE of bread tied in a bit of 
1 muslin is dropped into the water In 
which greens are being boiled, it w.iil 
absorb the unpleasant odor.

(Mrs.) P. H.

aWhen Poaching Eggs 
TTTHEN poaching eggs, to keep the Jg 
W edges round and .smooth, I find < 

good to stir the water until it W 
Is whirling rapidly. Then drop the 
eggs in quickly. (Mrs.) ti.

p

it very Terrible Tale of Sa 
Germans is Told 

More.

To Keep Fatxrics White 
rpo PREVENT delicate fabrics from 
A becoming yellow and to preserve 
them when I put them away for the 
winter, I find it very good to sprinkle 
thickly fine-shaved bits of white wax 
among the folds. (Mrs.) Y. C.

S.
mark them to resemble the feathers. 
About small disks of black paper form 
rosettes of brown paper, which serve 
for the eyes. The beaks are also formed 
of the paper. The leafless branches are 
easily made by covering wire with the 
brown paper, making them of various 
thicknesses. Join the twigs to the cen
tral branch by winding narrow strips 
of paper about them. This is attached 

_ .to the side of the centerpiece.
® An attractive favor for serving Indi

vidual portions of salted nuts is pur
chasable at the shops where paper arti
cles are sold. It is a parrot cut from 
cardboard and covered with brilliant

To Clean Tinware
TTAVING discovered an excellent 
IT way to clean tinware, 1 pass it 
on to others. The tin should first be 
washed in hot soapy water and wiped 
thoroughly dry, then scoured with 
flour and well-crumpled newspaper. .

(Mrs.) K. n.

[By Special Wire te the Ci 
MONTREAL, Sept. 18 

Germans cut the wrists 
lish wounded to prevei 
from using their swor 
again is told m a Jette 
George Frame, a local bo: 
served as driver in the ai 
vice corps in Belgium, t| 
W. Ferguson, sporting « 
the Montreal Herald(T< 
Writing from London, Mi
**“* am just out of the 
having been severely wot 
my left leg at thefeiattlej 

‘“We have the German 
mercy. They cannot sh 
a rifle, but they are ter 
curate with their arttl
WmM..... PI .

-Our. 18th and 19th 
are some fighters. In o 
the* killed every single 
of One, regiment. Not or 

was left alive. .

Cleverly Made fromôrownPaper
\ paper, which is purchasable , by the 

yard-
Tiny favor-gifts can be concealed In 

the heart Of each poppy for the ladles, 
and within the heads of the cattails

Finger Marks on Furniture 
rpO REMOVE finger marks from fur- 
1 niture, rub them with a soft rag 
and sweet oil. (Mrs.) M. L.

The com husks ' are bunched about 
the base of the candlestick and tied

This is To Have Floors Shiny 
rpo KEEP polished floors shiny the 
J. following is excellent. Take » 
good-sized piece of chamois, rinse la 
cold water and wring it out venr 
tight. Put it on a mopstick arid wipe - 
the floors with It. (Mrs.) L. It.

with narrow yellow ribbon, 
an effective ornament for the Hallow- 

party, a Thanksgiving feast or a Reviving Cut Flowers 
rpo REVIVE cut flowers I find the 
JL following excellent: Plunge the 
stems into boiling water, and by the 
time the water is cold the flowers

may be concealed gifts for the men. 
Articles of a slender type such aB 

A graceful decoration for the center scarfpins, silver pencils, fountain pens,
of a table is the tall vase .filled with et cetera, should be chosen. For the
PTPhPeeSpory "are made of scarlet gg. “SfC 

paper and can be purchased at thé word more:
all-wonderful shop of paper novelties. you do not understand the a‘r* or
These are clustered together at the end making the paper flowers, lessons are
of a long green stem, to which paper given free of charge at any store wherflF
leaves are attached. To make the the materials are purchased, 
heads of the cattails the brown paper You will find the paper novelty shop 
cases, tipped with yellow, are filled always willing to assist th§ hostess, 
with cotton and fastened to long stems. Do not fail to iseek aid from this

een
Harvest Home celebration.

AMONG THE 
FLOWERS

&

covered with a twisted rope of brown source. x
J 1

THE ART OF BUILT-IN FURNITURE face must be sloped properly, and 
while the concrete Is still soft txl 
Inch planks should be imbedded In the 
top to serve as "nailers’’ 
frame. The standard size of a hot
bed sash is 3 feet by 6 fee^ so your 
subframe will be 3 feet in width and 
some multiple of three feet in length.
A good size for an amateur will re
quire four sashes to cover it, being 

12 feet long.
(There are two sashes to each frame.)
With a hotbed this size you will be 
able to raise an enormous amount 01 
fresh vegetables and flowers. Do not 
attempt to build the frames, for they 
can be purchased already made tor 
much less than It will cost to make 
them. Paint the sashes in ofder to 
preserve them, and It is notx neces
sary to supply hinges, for their own 
weight will keep them in position 
When the frame is prepared, procure 
a quantity of fresh stable manure, 
and mix with it half the quantity or 
dry leaves. If there is mucp straw 
with the manure this will not oe 
necessary. Two cubic yards will ue 
required for eaoh sash, for it must oa 
packed very solidly. Allow the ma
nure to ferment for several days, anu 
then fork it over well. Then a sec- \ 
ond fermentation will take place, ano 
after two or three days the mixture 
may be scattered in the hotbed frame- 
water It well and pack it tightu. 
paying particular attention to tn 
corners. The pianure will continue to 
ferment, and when the thermometer 
registers 90 degrees Fah£®J5heiv.AlS ■■ 
top soil can be replaced. TMs she»» 'S—_ 
be from six fo ten Inches deeA !
should contain a certain amount jB
sand so thav.lt will not rake. ,H I 

The seeds ate then planted, and '■
quickly appear above the surface^ g 
Some gardeners prefer to„ s“Wwhich 
seeds in shallow boxes, or flats, * ,
are then placed in the hotbed, 
is not necessary for the success»* 
growing of planta „»»»»

If you ever give yourself the 
ure of watching the rapid grovr 
seeds in a hotbed, you mor»
without one. There is uqiktoS w 
Interesting.

e EIRY few amateur gardeners are 
familiar with the possibilities of 
growing plants in hotbeds or cold 

frames. They imagine that it requires 
expert knowledge to accomplish satis
factory results, when in reality very 
little experimenting will teach you all 
there Is to know about this type of gar
dening.

This is the season that awakens the 
impulse to start seeds growing in boxes 
to place in the sunny windows of our 
homes. Why not prepare a hotbed and 
gain a start on nature before the time 
for planting out of doors arrives? In 
this manner you can satisfy the longing 
to dig in the soil several months before 
the frost has entirely left the earth. It 
Is always a problem for the amateur to 
know just the proper time to plant seeds 
in the open, and this bit of information 
may prove of help. Peach and plum 
trees blossom in an average tempera
ture of forty-live degrees in the shade, 
and vegetable seeds, such as beets, cab
bage, cauliflower, lettuce, onions and 
radishes, will germinate it planted at 
this time. When the ipple trees blos
som, the temperature is sixty degrees, 
which Is the time to plant tomatoes, 
beans, corn, potatoes and vegetables of 
this type. Flowers are more tender and 
therefore require a warmer tempera
ture, so wait until the apple blossoms 
have fallen before planting flowers oirt 
of doors.

The advantage of the hotbed is that 
you can have the pleasure of seeing 
the plants grow for weeks before you 
could think of starting seeds.

To make a hotbed successfully, there 
must first be a subframe of stone, 
brick, concrete or material of this 
type, Imbedded in the soil to retain 
the heat. The pit should be dug four 
feet deep, and at least a foot larger 
than the frame you Intend covering 
it with. The next step is to provide 
proper drainage, and then the sub- 
frame is built. A brick or concrete 
frame is the most satisfactory, for 
both are virtually indestructible. 
When using concrete it is necessary 
to make a form of boards, which la 
removed as soon as the concrete hard
ens. The subframe need only extend 
two feet into the pit. The top sur-

Vz

for theyour house. They are inexpensive, and 
books here and there ate very charm
ing.

And cupboard»—I have one in my 
'kitchen, which would, in design, grace 
any living or dining room. It is about 
3’/2 feet tall and 3% feet wide and 15 
inches deep. It rests on feet which 
raise it five inches off the floor. Two 
drawers half the width of the «cup
board are at the top, side by side. The 
lower space is taken up with two good- 
looking doors, back of which are shelves. 
The doors^thd the drawer» are knobbed 
with wood and the whole is painted 
gray. The top of this cupboard is made 
for old pewter candlesticks and platter, 
but, in default of these, it would set off 
any good old heirlooms. A corner cup
board is delightful and so is any long 
•wooden press. These things import that 
worth-while, old-world charm -to a room 
which we all admire when we see it, 
and which none of us can afford to dis
regard.

In almost every room we will find a. 
recess some 18 inches deep, perhaps it 
may be caused by a chimney or a clos
et; it may be just an irregularly shaped 
room. Sût in any case a recess of this 
sort is always available for a seat. And 
the seat could be in any style. “ 
kind is shown in a recess in the 
drawing of a fireplace. Having turned 
the corner, this seat could be continued, 
until it came to a legitimate stop
ping-place, such as a door or window, 
unless it were deemed preferable to fin
ish it off with a seat end and not have 
the seat so long. Indeed, If one wished, 
it need not turn the corner at all, but 
just fit into this little recess, In which 
it need or need not have seat ends.

Windows ever furnish seat sugges
tions. Seats have been built in, under 
and along side windows with equal suc
cess. And bay window seats are charm
ing—one especially good suggestion is 
here gtiven.

But remember, in every case have 
your built furniture plain, as plain as 
a pipestem. Don’t have frejts and grills, 
carvings and a superabundaucy of moldr 
ings. For in that way you will defeat 
your own end, and instead of having a 
thing of beauty and dignity, 
find yourself cumbered with a 
ity—which Is built in.

prepare our rooms for boldin£\our one 
or two pieces of built-in furniture, for 
then they can be painted also. Still, if 
it is impossible to change the surface 
of your woodwork, you may take ad
vantage of thè second best scheme of 
making your built-in seat (or whatever 
it may be) match your stain. In this 
way the same effect is gained, though 
it may not be as beautiful as the paint 
would be.

•Built-in seatd are possible for any one. 
And by * “built-in’1 I do not mean that 
the seat must be of necessity nailed 
fast to the wall. That can be left en
tirely to individual decision. And quite 

iece of built-jn furniture can 
from one nouse to another,

enemy
“The Germans are evi 

to our wounded. • Hun 
wounded stiBKlhiriyng 
wounded British lyiuff 
fields have had their w 
ribly slashed so that 1 
not be able to fight any 

“I saw a nurse of the h 
attending a German soldi 
field at Mens where I i 
wounded. She attended 
juries and was just walk 
when he rolled over on 
pulled his rifle from bei 
and taking deliverate 
the nurse to death. I 
kind of an enemy tfle 1 
fighting.

“I am glad to say t 
every boxer in England 

v to the colors to fight 
ration.”

lined the wall at one end of the room. 
There was a settee between two win
dows, a large table, a homemade rag 
rug, and in one corner of the room, 
completing its charm, creating its rea
son, was a baby in a little ^)ld-time 
wooden cradle, gently rocked toland fro 
by his grandmother, who had one foot 
on the rocker and who was busied with 
her knitting in the sunlight.

This, as well as any other, might -be 
the type of country house from which

By Ethel Davis Seal
NB of the most essential qualities 

sought after iri the furnishing of 
. the modern home is simplicity— 

Simple lines, simple oolpr schemes, 
simple arrangements. And what an fina

ncial education, the education which 
does not deal with fundamentals, but 
trimmings, are at last accepting the 
teaching that it is in the broad, beauti
ful tolerance of these old country 
houses that they can best find the spirit 
to reproduce in their own homes, the 
spirit which) shows itself in solid walls, 
(fireplaces all the more magnificent for 
their unassuming hues, simple hand- 
wrought andirons of great plainness, 
and painted wood, whether it be of ff-T* 
niture or of woodwork.

A country interior such as this does 
not peceèsarily go with country wet r. 
In fact, quite often, with the gainm* of 
dollars, the beauty of simplicity nees 
away; and these same people, whose 
surroundings have ^just _ grown _to_fit

0
3 feet In width and

provenaient this is over the complex 
tidies, whatnots and super-complex fur
niture of our grandmother’s day!

The revulsion against complexity was 
first noticed in the return to the plain :tnahotgany furniture and the fast 
growth of the craftsman style, 
we are getting in even deeper, and we 
can see a trend toward furniture of 
even greater simplicity, namely, the 
built-in type. In the very finest houses 
we see furniture which, to all appear-

But

i often a 
be remov
and made use of in new environments.

A seat of this type will be noticed in 
one of the fireplace drawings. This 
would be a very quaint note in a room, 
and could be got up quite simply. The 
width and height of each piece can be 
determined by measuring the space it 
is desired that the seat should occupy. 
The seat proper, of course, should be 
the height of a chair. And^at a good 
sawmill these pieces can be made for 
you. At the right kind of sawmill they 
will even be able to advise you about 
some points; and they will have stock 
designs for seat ends, and so forth. 
After you buy the different pieces, 
you wild, of course, have to do the 
nailing together of them, and the paint
ing. But this job could be accomplished 
by a clever woman. In fact, -we find 
more and more that women with & 

we get our built-in furniture, and with Utile training are as clever furniture 
tViia ATI nnlift in our ideals makers as are the men.

There are few things so beautiful as This fireplace seat idea con 
painted woodwork. Once the charm of out with one of those bought 
it gets hold of us, we will need no benches at $5. These are unpainted
persuasion to make use of it as we ^ wihen purchased. And they have the
can. Fortunate are those who are able + general atmosphere of built-in furni- 
to replace their uninteresting stain ture.
with paint, gray, green, cream or white. On the other side of this fireplace you 
Though a tedious proceeding for any will see a set of plain, homemade
one, this is possible of accomplish- shelves for books. You know it is not
ment. Directions can be obtained at the necessary to wait for bookshelves until
sh'op where the paint is bought, though you can buy a handsome bookcase. The
a «eneral rule would be to remove all books are things of beauty an tnem-
stain with sandpaper before attempt- selves and will decorate any ^helves,
ing to lay on the paint. And this mat- no matter how plain. It Is a gobd plan
ter 9t painting the woodwork will best to have several sets of built shelves in
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Sfmday’s date, says that t 
have blown up the viadti 
gheis, thus cuttinç railwâi 
cation "between Moris and 
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SNOW AT QUBI
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sidered as the earliest sne 
fell here this morning sb< 

The first sn 
was ver
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ances forms part of the walls. And In their daily needs and 

bUAt;iL^atid0isPr^Sare plain,y going
back to the farmhouse, the American and the otherwise common imitation 
farmhouse of dignity and renose, large- mhhogany and pluan. _ 
ness and beauty ; the farmhouse with A few weeks ago 1 was in side a PO o 
slanting roof forming each side gable, ^little country dwelling. The hX!"g 
the twS front doors, the little “stoop.1 *-really truly one, heciuise the whole 
the many small-paned windows, the family seemed to. live .‘her®T"a®
pleasant chimney-stacks; the farmhouse nlfied andl beaurt-iful^ m
lived in by plain, purposeful people, un- poverty. The walls were whitewashed,
spoiled by a superficial education which It was bright and sunny, and for the
makes them yearn for a yellow-oak few minutes I was there J.? SU*J
front door and shiny velvet stuffings. wavered on the wonderfully polished
And their city cousins of the super- okve-greeQ £bd presses whlon

-

I 5 o’clock, 
preaching winter 
Ihe snowflakes, althougl 
large. Throughout the 
mittent falls of snow we
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